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Investment markets experienced 

continued volatility in 2022. Sever-
al factors contributed to disruption 

and declines in the market: eco-
nomic ripple effects from the war 

in Ukraine; a tight labor market; 
resulting significant inflation; and 

rising interest rates triggered by 
the Fed’s attempts to cool inflation. 

The U.S. unemployment rate is low 
at 3.7%. Inflation has fallen some, 

but remains high at 7.1%. 

BALANCED FUND 

The KUMF Balanced Fund, a mar-
ket-based blend with a neutral 

portfolio target allocation of 65% 
equities (stock) and 35% fixed-
income (bonds), decreased -16.3% 

in 2022. 

GOOD SAMARITAN FUND 

The Good Samaritan Fund, which 
makes annual grants from Pool A 

for charitable health care and 
health education in the Common-

wealth of Kentucky, and from Pool 
B for ministry outreach grants, de-

creased –16.4% in 2022. 

STABLE VALUE FUND 

The Stable Value Fund is similar to 
a CD but with several advantages - 

no minimum period, no early with-
drawal penalties and no fees.   

The Stable Value Fund has its in-

terest rate set quarterly by KUMF’s 
Investment Committee.  

BALANCED FUND 

 

Year 

Annual  

Return 

Multi-Year 

Period 

Multi-Year 

Return 

2022  (16.3%) 1-Year (16.3%) 

2021 15.1% 3-Year 3.2% 

2020 14.1% 4-Year 7.6% 

2019 22.0% 5-Year 5.2% 

2018 (3.8%) 13-Year 7.1% 

GOOD SAMARITAN FUND 

 

Year 

Annual  

Return 

Multi-Year 

Period 

Multi-Year  

Return 

2022 (16.4%) 1-Year (16.4%) 

2021 16.8% 3-Year 3.6% 

2020 14.0% 4-Year 8.0% 

2019 22.3% 5-Year 5.5% 

2018 (3.8%) 13-Year 7.4% 

STABLE VALUE FUND 

 Average Fixed Rate Fixed Rate Fixed Rate Fixed Rate 

Year For 4 Qs Q 1 Q 2 Q 3 Q 4 

2023 — 1.25% — — — 

2022 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 

2021 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 

2020 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 

2019 1.0625% 1.25% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 
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Some Key Macro Lessons of 2022 
Joseph P. Quinlan, Managing Director and Head of CIO Market Strategy  
Lauren J. Sanfilippo, Director and Senior Investment Strategy Analyst 
 

We learned this year that macro dynamics matter—or that large, overarching forces outside of more traditional drivers of 
market returns like valuations, earnings growth, and interest rates can determine relative and absolute asset prices. 
 

Big government is back. 
Unlike the 1980s and subsequent decades, when the state retreated in favor of the private sector, big government is back and with 
a vengeance. Power in China’s command-and-control economy is strongly centralized under one figure—Xi Jinping. U.S. free-market 
capitalism has run headlong into the administration’s Inflation Reduction Act and CHIPS and Science Act, billed as industrial policies. 
And in Europe, the role of the state continues to expand in Energy, Healthcare, Semiconductors, and electric vehicles. The pandemic 
induced massive public sector spending, leaving many governments deep in debt. Meanwhile, thanks to the power rivalry between 
the U.S. and China, and Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, U.S. national security interests now surpass economics, free markets, and 
profits. Corporate America is cajoled to bring production home, cut ties with China, fight climate change, and align the interests of 
the firm with the interests of the state. The dangers and risks to more government intervention via protectionism, state-directed 
subsidies and incentives, and local content rules are manifold -- slower growth, higher budget deficits, rising costs for firms, declin-
ing productivity, and less cross-border trade and investment.  
 

It’s a fossil fuel-driven global economy, like it or not. 
Notwithstanding massive capital investments in renewable energy, dire calls to tackle climate change, and the hype around the 
“Green Revolution,” the world economy, at the end of the day, pivots on fossil fuels. Investors learned this lesson the hard way this 
year following Russia’s invasion of Ukraine and subsequent cuts in Russian energy supplies. By weaponizing energy, Russia has 
forced Europe, and many states in Asia, to build out their fossil fuel infrastructure to stave off the punishing effects of higher energy 
prices. Not only has nuclear power made a comeback, so has coal. While the production of renewable energy (solar and wind, in 
particular) has expanded over the past decade, fossil fuels (coal, oil and natural gas) still account for 82% of the world’s energy sup-
ply. Renewables account for 7%, hydroelectric for 7% and nuclear for 4%. The energy shock of 2022 will potentially delay—not de-
rail—global efforts to curtail greenhouse gas emissions. Near term, however, governments have had to change tack and embrace 
fossil fuels to offset supply disruptions. As the Financial Times notes, “unpalatable as it is for ecological reasons, economic growth 
requires fossil fuel production.” 
 

The U.S.-China rivalry—no turning back. 
“Less sweet, more sour” is the state of play of U.S.-China relations. The Biden administration has been even tougher on China than its 
Republican predecessor, which has declined to revise the tariffs imposed on Chinese imports by the previous White House, has applied 
sanctions on additional Chinese firms, and greatly upped the ante by imposing stringent export controls on advanced semiconductors 
and chip-making technologies. The latter is designed to slow the technological advancement of China and diminish the mainland’s ca-
pabilities when it comes to technology and high-end military applications. The power rivalry between the world’s two largest econo-
mies poses significant risks not only to each party but also the world. The risks to the U.S. are not insignificant given that China is a key 
export market for U.S. goods and services; a key source of capital for savings-deficit America; and a critical supplier of various industri-
al inputs like rare earth elements, electronic parts, and components.  
 

The dollar is still king. 
The last key lesson of 2022 is that in times of global uncertainty and volatility, the U.S. dollar is the world’s “safe haven” refuge. While 
the dollar has given up some of this year’s gains, the greenback, like fossil fuels, remains pivotal to the global economy. In foreign ex-
change transactions, cross-border loans, and SWIFT payments, the world beats to the tune of the U.S. dollar. Large moves in the U.S. 
dollar create their own global ripples, with the strong buck this year adding to the spike in global energy and food prices and layering on 
more debt stress to governments holding dollar-denominated debt. A strong dollar has also squeezed U.S. exporters and the foreign 
earnings of U.S. multinationals this year. Dollar relief could be on the way in 2023, with the consensus expecting the U.S. dollar to weak-
en as the Fed tightening cycle peaks in the first quarter. In 2023, macro will again matter because, like it or not, we live in an era defined 
by outsized macro forces. A war in the heart of Europe, inflation rates at multidecade highs, a cold war between the world’s two largest 
economies, unpredictable climate change, massive public sector deficits—the list warrants that investors, while paying heed to tradi-
tional metrics of investment, also pay close attention to mega macro forces. 

 
Excerpted from the Merrill Lynch Chief Investment Office’s December 5, 2022 issue of Capital Market Outlook 


